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Abbreviations and Acronyms1
AIDC
ALE
API
B2B
BUL
CBV
CPG
CSR
CTE
EAN
EDI
EPCIS
ERP
GDST
GTIN
GTS
GTS2
GUID
ILMD
IoT
ISO
IUU
KDE
LGTIN
MES/MRP
MSC
NFI
PGLN
RFID
SIMP
UPC
UUID
WG1, WG2

1

Automated Identification and Data Capture
Application-Level Events
Application Programming Interface
Business-to-Business
Basic Universal List
Core Business Vocabulary (GS1)
Consumer Packaged Goods
Corporate Social Responsibility
Critical Tracking Event
European Article Number
Electronic Data Interchange
Electronic Product Code Information Services
Enterprise Resource Planning software
Global Dialogue on Seafood Traceability
Global Trade Item Number
Global Traceability Standard
Global Traceability Standard 2.0
Globally Unique Identifier
Instance or Lot Master Data
Internet of Things
International Organization for Standardization
Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated
Key Data Element
Lot Global Trade Item Number
Manufacturing Execution Software/
Manufacturing Resource Planning
Marine Stewardship Council
National Fisheries Institute
Global Location Number
Radio Frequency ID
Seafood Import Monitoring Program
Universal Product Code
Universally Unique Identifier
Working Groups 1 or 2

This list covers abbreviations and acronyms used in the full packet of GDST materials. Not all appear in
every document within that packet.
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1. Background
1.1. Purpose of the GDST Standards and Guidelines
Reliable, efficient, and affordable traceability is necessary for a healthy, responsible, and
sustainable seafood industry. Among the key reasons traceability is needed are:
•

growing consumer and regulatory demands for detailed information about the origins of
seafood products;

•

rising concerns about trade in seafood that is sourced from illegal, unsustainable, or
socially irresponsible practices (e.g., slavery);

•

rising concerns about fraudulent or mistaken labeling of seafood products; and

•

increased business interest in improving B2B transparency within seafood supply chains
as a means of reducing risk, ensuring supply, and achieving efficiencies.

Today, a large and growing number of companies involved in seafood are working hard to
obtain the information they need to manage their supply chains and to ensure their products
originate with legal and responsible production practices. But achieving routine and costeffective seafood traceability continues to face significant challenges, including:
•

the complexity and global scale of seafood supply chains;

•

the multiple and sometimes inconsistent demands for information made on supply chain
actors by governments, NGOs, and consumers;

•

the continued reliance on paper-based (non-digital) information management systems by
many seafood industry actors, especially among smaller producers and processors; and

•

the rapid proliferation of different digital technologies and traceability systems
traceability, often using incompatible approaches that reduce business flexibility, isolate
data in silos, or even result in “vendor capture” by third party solution providers.

To meet these challenges, the seafood industry needs a unified set of standards and guidelines
that enable coherence and interoperability among seafood traceability systems, and that help
ensure the verifiability of the data those systems contain. From the outset, GDST has aimed to
produce a set of standards and guidelines that:
•

enable full interoperability

•

address core business needs for reliable, affordable, and efficient traceability in multiple
use cases across diverse businesses

•

enable companies to ensure the legal origin of seafood products

•

support company CSR polices on sustainability and human welfare

As a critical initial step, the industry needs to establish common global expectations and
practices regarding two fundamental things:
(i)

the nature of the information to be routinely associated with seafood products (i.e., the
“key data elements” or “KDEs”); and

(ii) the technical design specifications allowing diverse digital traceability systems to

communicate with one another.
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Interoperability and verifiability among information systems is a valuable executing efficient 21st
century global commerce. Interoperability allows the telecommunications sector to offer cell
phones that function from country to country and across proprietary platforms. It also allows
travelers to withdraw funds from their bank accounts at cash machines around the world. And it
is what the seafood industry urgently needs today. Meeting this need is the fundamental
purpose of the Global Dialogue on Seafood Traceability and of the GDST Standards and
Guidelines.
1.2. History and Process of GDST
The Global Dialogue on Seafood Traceability (GDST) was launched in April 2017 as a
business-to-business process charged with drafting industry-led standards for interoperable
seafood traceability systems. The initial concept for the GDST grew out of conversations among
industry, NGO, and government thought leaders gathered at the World Economic Forum’s
Global Agenda Council on Oceans2, and was further developed in recommendations by the
Expert Panel on Legal and Traceable Fish Products convened by WWF in 2015.3 The
underlying goal has been to enable traceability and access to verifiable information as a means
to ensure the legal origin of seafood products and support responsible sourcing policies directed
at achieving sustainability and safeguarding human welfare. Importantly, the GDST has also
been organized to pursue these goals through standards that work in tandem with core
business objectives and operational/commercial business needs.
The GDST began with strong participation and grew steadily into one of the largest and most
diverse B2B forums in the seafood sector, with its members from around the world, from across
the entire seafood supply chain, and from the smallest of businesses to the largest
multinationals in the industry. Original membership was around two dozenand has steadily
grown to reach over 70 adopting companies. In the spring of 2019, GDST members supported
the formation of an industry-led GDST Steering Committee to oversee the final adoption
process for the GDST Standards, and to develop institutional arrangements for the perpetuation
of the standards and related activities. Eleven leading GDST member companies were formally
approved as Steering Committee members the following September.4 The GDST also received
the endorsement of ten of the largest companies involved in the seafood sector under the
SeaBOS initiative.5 The Dialogue Advisory Group included over 100 participants including
NGOs, academics, IT vendors, and some governments. Members of the Dialogue Advisory
Group as of December 2019 are listed in Appendix 2.
The GDST was organized around a structure and an agenda that was developed through
multiple preparatory workshops attended by dozens of companies in Asia, Europe, and North
America during 2015-16. Following its formal launch at the Brussels Seafood Expo Global in
2017, the GDST process has included annual in-person plenary meetings in Asia, Europe, and

2

See https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2013/06/its-in-the-interests-of-business-to-save-our-seas/ and link
therein to GAC statement on traceability.
3

See Recommendation 7 of the Panel report, available at https://www.resolve.ngo/sitelegaltraceablefish/default.htm
4
5

See https://traceability-dialogue.org/gdst-steering-committee/

See SeaBOS-GDST joint statement (Boston, 2019), https://traceability-dialogue.org/gdst-news-2/gdstand-seabos-join-forces-2/
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the United States, while the technical drafting has been carried out through month-to-month
work by GDST working groups and task groups using webinars, online surveys, and other
collaboration tools. The GDST also included inputs from non-industry stakeholders gathered
under the GDST Dialogue Advisory Group, who received updates about the GDST and had
occasional opportunities to review GDST drafts.
Starting in 2018, the GDST process expanded to include three hackathons and a series
of pilot projects which engaged a combination of IT teams from GDST member
companies, third-party solution providers, and external experts/stakeholders. These
were invaluable in helping refine the emerging GDST Standards through real-world
problem-solving interactions with the kinds of stakeholders who will eventually use the
standards themselves. Particularly in the case of the hackathons, it was also invaluable
to have the interdisciplinary participation of stakeholders with expertise in seafood
sustainability, supply chains, and information technology.6
The GDST has relied on a consensus-based process to develop its technical outputs. Members
were offered the opportunity to join any of GDST’s working groups and task groups (specifically,
these were the overarching working groups -- WG1 (KDEs) and WG2 (IT interoperability) – as
well as the smaller TGs on aquaculture and on human welfare KDEs). The two main working
groups were well-subscribed, with 52 members signed up for WG1 (KDEs) and 54 for WG2 (IT
interoperability). As might be expected, active drafting and decision-making took place among
the smaller but still substantial subsets of WG members who consistently participated in
webinars, surveys, phone calls, and meetings. All members had equal opportunity to be
involved at each step, to review drafts, and to make their voices heard. It should be noted that
companies were invited to join the GDST without making a commitment in advance to accept
the Standard. Accordingly, a process was put in place at the end of the drafting to invite
members to affirm their endorsement of the results. From the outset, the GDST has been
organized, convened, and facilitated by WWF, the major global conservation organization, and
the Global Food Traceability Center (an entity within the Institute of Food Technologists). The
process has been supported through generous grants from the Gordon and Betty Moore
Foundation.
1.3. Technical Drafting History
The drafting process for the technical components of GDST 1.0 can be summarized in two
principal streams of work:
•

The KDE tables were developed in successive drafts reviewed and adopted through the
consensus-based process of GDST Working Group 1.

•

The other technical inputs to the Standards and Guidelines—including the CTEs and
Object and Location Identifiers in the Core Normative Standards, as well as the
additional supportive technical materials found in the Technical Implementation
Guidance—were developed through a process of iterative interactions with Working
Group 2 and with participants in GDST hackathons and pilot projects.

In the final stage of drafting, these two work streams were consolidated by the GDST
Secretariat to create the unified GDST 1.0 standards and guidelines. The process of
consolidation required some independent technical judgments to be made by the Secretariat.
6

For more information on the GDST hackathons, see https://traceability-dialogue.org/gdst-hackathons/.
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However, even in the final stages of drafting, consultations continued with GDST members and
external experts involved in GDST pilots. A penultimate draft of the consolidated technical
materials was also distributed to all GDST members and members of the Dialogue Advisory
Group for feedback on January 16, 2020.
The following tables summarize the drafting process for the technical components of GDST
materials:

Draft

Drafting history of the Basic Universal List of KDEs
Published
Version
Date
Action
Summary of Contents

Draft 1

1.0

August 31,
2017

Adopted by
WG1

Initial list of KDEs

Draft 2

1.0

March 21,
2018

Adopted by
WG1

Expansion of KDE list; verbal
definitions

Draft 3

1.0

June 13, 2018

Adopted by
WG1

Final of working list and verbal
definitions

Draft 4

1.0

May 15, 2018

Adopted by
WG1

Addition of Standard Data Options

Draft 5

1.0

November 8,
2019

Adopted by
WG1

Addition of Authoritative Data
Sources

Catch Area
KDEs

1.0

January 10,
2020

Adopted by
WG1

Resolution of final KDEs for catch
area

Draft 1

1.0

April 25, 2018

Adopted by
WG1

Initial list of KDEs

Draft 2

1.0

October 5,
2018

Adopted by
WG1

Expansion of KDE list; verbal
definitions

Draft 3

1.0

April 3, 2019

Adopted by
WG1

Final of working list and verbal
definitions

Draft 4

1.0

August 30,
2019

Adopted by
WG1

Addition of Standard Data Options

Draft 5

1.0

November 1,
2019

Adopted by
WG1

Addition of Authoritative Data
Sources

Draft

Drafting history of the IT Standards and Guidance Materials
Published
Version
Date
Action
Summary of Contents
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Draft 1

1.0

May 2018

Distributed to WG2
and pilot
participants

Proposed structure and basic
elements

Draft 2

1.0

August
2018

Distributed to WG2
and pilot
participants

Proposed CTEs for seafood events
along with EPCIS examples

Draft 3

1.0

May 2019

Distributed to WG2
and pilot
participants

Additional background and
explanatory information and EPCIS
documentation

Draft 4

1.0

November
2019

Distributed to WG2
and pilot
participants

KDE/CTE Matrices, Data
Requirements and EPCIS attribute
mapping

Draft 5

1.1

December
2021

Distributed to
WG3

Revised communications
protocol within Technical
Implementation Guidance

Consolidation of KDE and IT Standards and Guidance Materials
Published
Date
Action
Summary of Contents
Version

Draft
Core
Technical
Elements

GDST
Packet of
Materials

1.0

January
16, 2020

Distributed for review
to GDST members
and DAG

Consolidated KDE lists + IT
standards

1.1

February
2022

Distributed to
GDST core team
for review

Revised KDE lists & Technical
Implementation Guidance

1.4. Unfinished Business and the Future of GDST
GDST 1.0 was the first iteration of standards intended to guide seafood industry behavior for
years to come. It is understood that GDST standards will need to be refined and updated over
time, for three main reasons:
(i)

Some aspects of the GDST’s work have been left intentionally incomplete. This is
the case, for example, regarding the development of the so-called “human welfare”
KDEs (see Section 4.4.1, below). As circumstances mature, it is assumed these
areas of work will receive additional attention to revise the GDST standard.

(ii) GDST 1.0 was developed for broad application and may benefit from refinement and

extension through additional elements of the standards to address the needs of
specific sub-sectors of the industry or specific kinds of seafood products. Some of
these extensions may be achieved through addition to the Core Normative
Standards while others may be accomplished through additions to the Technical
Implementation Guidelines.
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NOTE: The continuous refinement and improvement in the implementation of
GDST standards may benefit from additional documentation generated by the
user community as experience is gained during implementation. For this reason,
GDST has created a GitHub repository where best practices for additional use
cases, supply chain contingencies (e.g. gear type and catch methods), and
certifications will reside.7
(iii) Experience with implementation of the GDST Standards will undoubtedly reveal the

need for correction and improvement within the current scope of the standards to
improve their suitability for use.
Additionally, GDST members have identified other important areas of future work where they
see opportunities for collective action in support of the standards. These include:
(i)

The development of best practice guidelines (and/or possibly additional GDST
standards) regarding the verification of KDEs. The GDST standards as currently
written are designed to enhance verifiability, but they do not address verification
practices in themselves. This is a gap that many GDST members have said should
be filled.

(ii) The possible development of benchmarks for auditing or certifying compliance with

GDST standards (whether for certification of third-party solution providers, of supply
chain companies, or both). (See Section 2.4, below)
(iii) The development of technical advice for governments regarding regulatory and

administrative improvements that could support the interoperability and reliability of
seafood traceability systems. A small but nonetheless real example of this is the
existence of regulations in some localities that continue to require paper-based
reporting, thus discouraging (or at least reducing the benefits of) digitalization of
traceability systems.
1.5. Process for Amending the Standards
GDST 1.0 was the initial release of standards intended to serve and guide the seafood industry
for years to come. It is well understood that, like any technical standard, this initial version will
require refinement and amendment over time. In the short term, it is likely that early
implementation of the standards will reveal technical gaps and anomalies that have not been
anticipated, despite the significant level of testing already achieved through the GDST pilot
process. Additionally, as mentioned above, there remain some non-trivial issues of substance
that may sooner or later require more than merely technical revisions.
As mentioned in the previous section, an important function of the future institutional
arrangements now being discussed for the GDST will be to design and implement a formal
process for maintaining the GDST standards. Significant revisions of the standards—such as
might be associated with moving from v1.0 to v2.0—will need to wait for those new institutional
arrangements to be in place. However, merely technical or clerical revisions needed to address
implementation issues as they arise—such as might be associated with moving from v1.0 to
v1.1, v.1.2, etc.—can be appropriately handled through the current GDST processes, with the

7

For more details on the GitHub, see Appendix 2 of the GDST 1.0 Technical Implementation Guidance
document. The GitHub can be found online at https://github.com/IFTGFTC/GDST.
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support of the existing GDST Secretariat under the leadership of the GDST Steering
Committee.
1.6. For More Information
More (and updated) information about the history, process, and future of the GDST can be
found on the GDST website at https://traceability-dialogue.org.

2. Nature of the GDST Standards
2.1. General Nature
The GDST Standards and Guidelines for Interoperable Seafood Traceability Systems are
intended to serve as voluntary industry standards governing traceability practices across the
entire seafood sector. As noted above, a key purpose underlying the GDST Standards is to
help companies in the supply chain ensure that the products they buy and sell originate with
legal production practices. In operational terms, the GDST standards have two principal
operational objectives:
•

to achieve common industry-wide expectations for the kind and quality of information to
be routinely associated with seafood products, to provide coherent market signals to
seafood producers regarding the information to be captured, and to support data quality
and verifiability;

•

to achieve basic interoperability among traceability systems to reduce the costs and
increase the efficiency of data collection, storage, and exchange among seafood supply
chain businesses;

GDST Standards are thus focused on the capture of certain Key Data Elements (KDEs) at
specific Critical Tracking Events (CTEs), and on the basic methods by which traceability
information is exchanged along the supply chain. It is important to note, however, that GDST
Standards are not a “one-size-fits-all” solution but a set of design standards that can be adapted
into diverse traceability systems.
The goal has been to establish the basic level of standardization needed to
achieve true interoperability in the exchange of verifiable KDEs needed to ensure
the legal origin of seafood products.
2.1. “Standards” vs. “Guidelines”
The GDST materials contain both “standards” and “guidelines” for achieving interoperable and
verifiable seafood traceability. The word “Standards” refers to the requirements set out in the
Core Normative Standards document (excluding a few elements in that document that are
labeled “recommended”). The Standards are intended for universal adoption and
implementation, and to be “GDST-compliant” means to comply with all of the norms set out in
that document, including the capture and conveyance of all GDST KDEs and adherence to all
GDST “mandatory” IT design standards.
However, in addition to the Standards, GDST includes extensive “guidelines” with
recommendations and illustrations that do not create requirements for GDST compliance. These
are provided to support GDST’s flexible approach to implementation and are mainly collected in
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the Technical Implementation Guidance document, but also appear in the “recommended”
portions of the Core Normative Standards document.
2.2. “Event-based, Lot-based” traceability
The GDST Standards and guidelines represent an “event-based, lot-based” approach to
seafood traceability (which we will call “event-based” for short). This approach, which many
experts and GDST members agree is the most complete, reliable, and flexible kind of
traceability, achieves traceability by:
•

Dividing supply chains into series of CTEs at which data must be captured, and
identifying the KDEs that must be captured at each CTE;

•

Tracking product in “lots” whose commissioning (i.e, creation),
aggregation/disaggregation, transformation and onward ship/receive/transfer (or
use/disposal) are tracked by unique identification through a series of CTEs;

•

Associating each event with a time, place, and custodian.

•

Capturing data at each event in common vocabularies and formats; and

•

Achieving full-chain traceability by linking a continuous series of events across
multiple product custodians.

A key practical benefit of event-based traceability is that precise traceability actions can be
prescribed on the basis of discrete events without regard to the order in which the events take
place or how they fit into specific business operations. Thus, so long as the CTEs and KDEs
are well-defined, event-based traceability creates a chain of traceability inputs that can be
adapted to any business operation.
The basic components of event-based traceability, in addition to KDEs and CTEs, are the
assigning of identifiers to objects (e.g. catches, batch/lots, containers), entities (e.g. legal
parties), and locations. Traceable object identification must be unique across the global supply
chain to successfully perform traceability analyses, such as mass balance or
traceback/traceforward. If global uniqueness is not assured, there is the possibility of different
objects, locations, etc. having the same identifier, which may preclude the ability to fully trace
back product to its origin.
Interoperability is achieved by standardizing the foregoing components and the vocabularies
and formats used to share them data across multiple actors. It was the fundamental technical
work of the GDST to define these components in terms suited to the seafood sector and in
particular for the purpose of helping ensure legal product origin and supporting responsible
sourcing practices.
The technical elements of event-based traceability used in the Standards, along with
explanations of their technical origins, are further discussed in the Technical Implementation
Guidance document, and additional examples and sample code will also reside on the GitHub.
2.3. Relationship to GS1
The GDST process resulted in a decision to build the core elements of GDST IT standards and
guidelines largely as an elaboration (or “extension”) of the GS1 EPCIS standard for event-based
traceability. Many companies (especially US and European retailers and their “tier one”
suppliers) will already be familiar with GS1. Others, however, may have little knowledge of GS1
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or may know it only as the source of the UPC bar codes used at checkout counters around the
world. Some companies may know of GS1 and have anxieties about being required to adopt
GS1.
NOTE: Readers unfamiliar with GS1 may wish to refer to the introductory GS1 materials listed in
Appendix 3. The basic functionality of GS1 EPCIS in relation to GDST standards is explained
in Section 2.3, below.
The decision to integrate GS1, and especially EPCIS, into GDST standards was based on the
following considerations:
-

EPCIS supports “lot-based, event-based traceability”, which is the most flexible,
reliable, and practical means of establishing interoperable traceability among
multiple actors with different internal business practices (see the basic
introduction to event-based traceability in Section 2.2, below.

-

EPCIS is by far the most widespread and well-developed approach to encoding
lot-based, event-based traceability information available globally. EPCIS is used
by major retailers and their immediate suppliers around the world.
o

For the many companies already using EPCIS, GDST standards avoid
redundancy and eases integration.

o

For companies not yet using EPCIS, having GDST based on EPCIS will
improve market access for products destined for sale by companies using
GS1.

-

GS1/EPCIS can be combined with existing operational methods that allow
companies to protect confidential data and to use a “bilateral push” approach to
controlling who receives data.

-

EPCIS is a standard that applies to multiple commodity and product types,
allowing GDST implementation to mesh with systems used for non-seafood
products (e.g., retailers can use the same EPCIS approach for seafood and other
food types or pharmaceuticals).

-

GS1 is a major global organization that provides extensive training and support
for EPCIS. This allows GDST users to benefit from GS1 educational materials
and systems for implementation of the GDST standards.

Some businesses may be concerned about the commercial implications of basing GDST
standards on GS1 EPCIS. In particular, they may fear that integration with GS1 system
means they will be required to purchase proprietary GS1 product and location identifiers.
But GDST avoids this risk in two ways:
First, GDST takes an innovative approach that does not require the use of proprietary
GS1 identifiers. Instead, GDST allows businesses—including fishers, aquaculture
farmers, and others—to use free, non-GS1 identifiers such as UUIDs, URLs, and
geographic coordinates. The Core Normative Standards document provides instructions
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and examples on how to use these open, free identifiers to identify trade items, logistic
units, parties and locations in lieu of GS1 identifiers.8
NOTE: While the GDST’s innovative approach allows integration with GS1
without purchasing GS1 products, GDST standards do not require companies to
accept non-GS1 identifiers. Some businesses, including some major retailers,
require suppliers to use GS1 identifiers, and it will not violate GDST standards for
them to continue doing so. Nevertheless, the GDST approach introduces added
flexibility, especially for “upstream” suppliers.
Second, as noted above, GDST does not require the use of EPCIS for all traceability
operations internal to a company, but only for external transactions between supply
chain actors. GDST 1.0 requires only that KDEs be documented at their relevant CTEs
(which could even be done on paper) and that companies be able to receive and
transmit KDE/CTE data in digital EPCIS files between supply chain partners. (Many
companies may, however, find that internal adoption of EPCIS-based traceability is an
attractive option for efficiency and other benefits.)

GDST’s approach to non-GS1 identifiers is nevertheless consistent with GS1standards as they are
based on “Private Industry Identifiers” proposed in the GS1 Core Business Vocabulary 1.2.
8
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2.4. Relationship to Certification and/or Auditing
The GDST Standards do not create a regime for certification or auditing. In other words, the
GDST has produced standards but not created or dictated the methods by which compliance
with those standards should or could be judged or enforced. GDST Standards focus on
improving data verifiability, but not data verification per se. As noted in Section 1.4, above, this
is an issue that many GDST members have said deserves further attention in the future.
On the other hand, GDST Standards are designed for uptake or use by existing certification
regimes, if the governors of those regimes so desire. The GDST secretariat has maintained
ongoing communications with, for example, MSC and IFFO RS as members of the DAG).
2.1. Relationship to Regulatory Compliance
GDST Standards are intended in part to facilitate compliance with regulations that require
seafood traceability and/or evidence of the legal origin of seafood products. Accordingly,
Working Group 1 selected the GDST KDEs through a process that directly considered the
information demands of the US Seafood Import Monitoring Program (SIMP) and the EU IUU
Regulation. As a result, the GDST KDE list includes nearly all of the KDEs required by these
regulations (along with several not required by either). The GDST KDEs also overlap heavily
with the information required for vessel compliance with the Port State Measures Agreement
(PSMA). Differences in these KDE lists are mainly attributable to the different nature of the
various systems (i.e., the EU regulation relies on catch certificates provided by governments
rather than on product-related data provided by companies; the PSMA is an instrument for
controlling landings and inspecting vessels, not for tracking products; SIMP is focused mainly at
the point of importation).
To the extent that GDST does not directly require the transmission of data needed for
compliance with these regulatory systems—such as vessel call signs or identification of the “first
commercial sale” post landing or harvest as a KDE following the product—the GDST’s EPCISbased approach allows GDST-compliant systems to be easily modified during implementation to
include such data, if so desired. See the discussion of this in the technical notes following Table
Wb2 in the GDST Core Normative Standards, as well as the additional documentation related to
SIMP in Appendix 2 of the Technical Implementation Guidance.
The implementation of GDST Standards will facilitate compliance with these and any similar
regulatory systems, and will also support their effectiveness and their fairness. This is
especially the case for the US SIMP, which (unlike the EU Regulation and PSMA) places direct
obligations on companies in the supply chain to provide information about product origins and to
associate that information with particular shipments of goods. But GDST will also work in strong
synergy with the EU and PSMA schemes by standardizing and reducing the costs of relevant
information-collecting by supply chain companies. In many cases, compliance with GDST
Standards will strengthen the quality and verifiability of information being fed into these systems,
thus reducing potential company liability for non-compliance.
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3. Flexible Implementation
3.1. Phased Implementation
GDST Standards are intended for widespread endorsement and full implementation across the
seafood sector. It is well understood, however, that implementation will require time, and may
involve a phased approach for some companies. The timelines, business decisions and
conditions necessary to achieve full implementation will vary from company to company, and
may in some cases take years to accomplish. Nevertheless, the goal of achieving full
implementation of the GDST Standards is at the core of the GDST vision and is necessary for
achieving the industry-wide interoperability and verifiability required to ensure the legal origin of
seafood products and to contribute to responsible seafood sourcing policies.
3.2. Open Source Outputs and Support Materials
The GDST is a pre-competitive and pro-competitive forum meant to support all seafood supply
chain businesses in achieving interoperable and verifiable seafood traceability. Accordingly,
GDST Standards will be freely published in the public domain, and all supporting technical
products created by the GDST process or the GDST Secretariat will be treated as open source.
As noted above and detailed in the GDST Technical Implementation Guidance document, the
GDST Secretariat is establishing an on-line GitHub resource9 for the continued development of
open-source instruments to support GDST 1.0 implementation. The GitHub will include, inter
alia, sample files and example code for free use in pilots and fully commercialized applications.
This open source, “wiki” approach will also allow the enhancement of GDSTStandards to solve
specific issues arising in the course of GDST implementation.
3.3. What is (and what is not) being standardized
As noted in the “Summary of Requirements for GDST Compliance” in the Core Normative
Standards document2.22.3, GDST focuses on two fundamental areas of standardization: (i) the
definitions of KDEs and the CTEs at which they must be captured; and (ii) the formatting and
transfer of the KDE/CTE data between supply chain custodians in GS1 EPCIS format as
extended by GDST standards. Equally important, however, is that GDST does not standardize
the following:

9

•

how companies achieve internal traceability within their plants and operations (so
long as adequate tracking of batch/lot transformations is achieved);

•

which data protocols (e.g. AS2, HTTPS) are to be used for data sharing;10

•

the level of transparency in the identity of mid-supply chain custodians; or

•

the data-sharing architecture (arrangement of systems for data access and
control) should be used (see further discussion in Section 3.4, below).

The GDST GitHub can be found online at https://github.com/IFTGFTC/GDST.

10

In addition to its data protocol flexibility, GDST is supporting flexibility in data interchange formats.
While GS1’s general use of EPCIS and GDST 1.0 are at present focused on XML-based implementation,
GS1 is in the process of updating the EPCIS standard to include JSON-based implementation, in light of
JSON’s widespread use for web-based data interchange.) It is anticipated that GDST will in the future
formulate accompanying documentation on its extensions to EPCIS JSON when it is released by GS1.
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Accordingly, the scope of the GDST Standards maintains a high degree of flexibility for
implementation. It leaves companies free to use any method they choose for traceability
internal to their operations, so long as KDEs are recorded at the requisite CTEs, and so long as
the resulting data can be transferred externally in EPCIS format.
3.4. An Open Approach to Data-sharing
Focused primarily on standardizing traceability data semantics and syntax, the GDST selected
an open data-communication approach built around GS1 EPCIS and GS1 Digital Link
standards for sharing traceability data. The communication protocol, detailed in section 2 of the
Technical Implementation Guidance document, outlines standardized workflows for both
business to business (B2B) and internal system-to-system exchange of traceability data. The
standardized workflows were developed with the intention of reducing the cost and increasing
the scalability of interoperability.
GDST Standards require the ability to share traceability data throughout a supply chain; without
a standardized approach to data-sharing, member companies (or their solution providers) must
develop communication protocols for each of their supply chain partners, resulting in costly and
inconsistent implementation. Implementing a single, standardized protocol reduces the cost and
complexity of establishing interoperable seafood supply chains.

3.5. Relation to Blockchain
Blockchain is widely considered to be a cutting-edge and potentially revolutionary technology for
use by traceability systems. GDST is compatible with blockchain, and some GDST pilot activity
has explored integration with blockchain solutions now tested by GDST member companies. It
is important, however, for users to understand both the strengths and the limits of blockchain
solutions.
Blockchain is a technology for immutably and securely storing data in decentralized ledgers.
The technology began with applications in cryptocurrency and finance, but clearly has valuable
characteristics that may benefit food traceability requirements. Functionally, blockchain acts like
a distributed version of the “third party repository” architecture described above, but uses a
unique approach to multidirectional information flow that may facilitate rapid access to
traceability information in a highly secure environment. Blockchain can also use “smart
contract” techniques that allow streamlined commercial interactions based on business
requirements. There are many potential applications of smart contracts, such as incentivizing
data collection or valuation of traceability data,
In short, GDST has approached blockchain as an innovative, powerful technology. However,
many blockchain applications are still immature, and all must be carefully designed to meet the
needs of specific contexts and circumstances. Although it is often erroneously considered
synonymous with traceability, blockchain alone cannot establish full traceability or
interoperability, for at least two reasons:
First, even if blockchain is universally accepted as a data-sharing architecture (and even
if one blockchain platform comes to dominate the entire industry), interoperability will still
require standards that determine the data semantics and syntax on blockchain, the
method of traceability to be used (e.g. event-based), and the shared file formats (e.g.,
EPCIS XML) that allows unified methods of capturing and representing digital traceability
data.
Second, blockchain, like all data systems, is subject to the “garbage in, garbage out”
problem. Blockchain can be used with systems and technologies for data verification,
but blockchain itself is not a tool for verifying anything other than the uncorrupted nature
of the data it stores and the online identity of entities interacting with it. Moreover,
blockchain-based systems are not immune to hacking or message interception, since
some data must be stored off chain.
GDST standards can help fill in blockchain’s gaps. GDST’s standardization of KDEs and CTEs,
semantics, and syntax address the problem of data interoperability needed to connect
blockchain to its sources of information and its end-users. GDST’s approach to KDEs and
CTEs also provides a baseline to build data verification technologies around their collection.
This is why some GDST members and blockchain solution providers are already looking at
integration of GDST 1.0 and blockchain solutions.

4. Known Issues and FAQs
The section reviews several miscellaneous issues that are known to be of interest to multiple
stakeholders regarding the content and implementation of GDST 1.0.
4.1. Digitization
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Digitized supply chains are the future (and in many places already the present) of the seafood
industry. Moreover, interoperable and verifiable seafood traceability cannot succeed at scale in
an industry still heavily burdened with paper-based traceability practices. But for many
companies—especially smaller companies and those operating in developing countries—the
transition to digital operations raises challenges and concerns.
GDST standards do not require the complete digitization of all traceability practices at every
step in the supply chain. GDST standards only require digital transfer of data (in EPCIS format)
between supply chain nodes. Companies remain free under GDST standards to use paperbased systems for all of their internal operations, so long as they are able to receive EPCIS files
from their suppliers and translate the outputs of their internal systems into digital EPCIS files for
transmission to their customers, as described in the Technical Implementation Guidance
document.
The greatest challenges to digitization generally come at the level of small scale, low technology
production (such as small, undecked, non-mechanized fishing vessels). While technologies are
already becoming available for the digital capture of information even at the most “artisanal” end
of the spectrum (see, e.g., the presentation of the “Nemo” app on the GDST GitHub at
https://github.com/louisgv/nemo), we are years away from such technologies being universally
available or used. Where full digitization of data capture at the level of production may require
years of development and adaptation, a reasonable expectation for near-term implementation of
GDST standards is digitization at a minimum back to the point of first commercial aggregation or
processing.
One important goal of the GDST standards is to create the predictability and market incentives
needed to ensure strong positive returns on investments in the transition to digital. While full
digitization remains a challenge for a significant portion of the seafood supply base, the trend
towards digitization is clearly accelerating. Companies that are unable to meet the demand for
digital commercial relationships will be at an increasingly real competitive disadvantage.
4.2. Comingling of Inputs
A second area of significant operational concern arises where there is comingling of inputs into
a processing stream in circumstances that today fail to establish batch or lot control at the level
of the inputs themselves, or that fail to track those lots adequately through combinations and
transformations within a plant. A common example of this is the comingling of catches from
multiple vessels into a single processing stream without the input lot identifications and/or
internal traceability systems needed to link specific vessel inputs with specific output lots.
This issue is already well known for supply chains feeding imports into the European Union and
the United States, both of which require the association of vessel-level information with imports
of aggregated and comingled product batches. The same challenge is also sometimes faced in
the context of health and safety controls in highly processed products, such as some canned
tuna. In these and similar cases, practical solutions require over-inclusive identification of all
possible input sources for comingled lots—in other words, identifying the full set of sources that
might be included in a given lot without certainty that all of the identified sources actually are
represented in that lot. This provides imperfect traceability back to specific production events—
so that, for example, a health and safety recall is broader than would be the case with full lot
control back to individual vessels.
For both commercial and current regulatory purposes, the use of over-inclusive data capture is
deemed an acceptable approach by many authorities and purchasing policies. However, it
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should be recognized that this is a sub-optimal situation for businesses and regulators alike.
Apart from leading to over-inclusive recalls, it reduces the ability to use mass balancing to
confirm the legitimacy of sourcing claims, it reduces the ability to fine-tune purchasing
preferences for quality control, and it limits the tracking of plant processes in ways that allow
operational inefficiencies to go unnoticed or uncorrected.
GDST standards are written to take account of these realities, and the recommendations in the
Technical Implementation Guidance illustrate how KDEs from multiple input sources can be
captured for comingled product, even in circumstances that require overinclusive data capture.
Nevertheless, GDST Standards are intended to encourage and enable continuous improvement
in lot-based identification and tracking of product. The widespread implementation of the GDST
standards should help achieve complete lot tracking such that true full-chain traceability
becomes routine, and overinclusive data capture becomes a thing of the past.
As noted below, one potential area for continued technical development of the GDST standards
and guidelines would be to develop clear industry-wide best practices for commingling and
sourcing that maintains a balance between current business processes and the needs and
benefits of true full-chain traceability back to specific production events.
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4.3. Confidentiality of Supply Chain Information
All GDST members have voiced strong support for increasing the flow of information needed to
ensure the legal origin of products entering the supply chain and to support CSR policies—as
clearly reflected in the GDST KDE/CTE and data structure standards. However, some
members have also noted concerns with the protection of confidential business information,
including, for example, the desire not to reveal the identity of their own immediate suppliers.
GDST has addressed this issue in two ways:
First, GDST does not specify that all KDE data be proactively transferred along the
supply chain, or that all parties within a supply chain receive all of the KDE data. The
data sharing relationships, governance, and level of visibility between parties are to be
determined by each individual supply chain and the actors within it. GDST only requires
that, for all KDEs on the Basic Universal List, all KDE information be captured during
relevant CTEs using the GDST content and format standards, and that data exchanged
among supply chain partners is transferred in EPCIS format. As discussed in Section
3.4, above, GDST standards support multiple data sharing architectures, some of which
allow selective transfer of KDE information along the supply chain.
NOTE: While GDST allows the use of data-sharing architectures that
support selective transfer of KDE information, GDST-compliant supply
chains must enable—and should be organized to allow—rapid digital
access to all KDEs on the Basic Universal List for any supply chain actor
seeking assurances of the legal origins of their seafood products.
Second, the Basic Universal List of KDEs does not include all custodian identity data
(i.e. product owner and information provider). This kind of data—which is necessary for
the proper documentation of individual EPCIS events—is treated separately as EPCIS
“technical data” set out in Tables W2h and Aq2h of the Core Normative Standards. 3.4
In short, by separating the EPCIS technical data from the KDEs on the Basic Universal List and
allowing flexible data architectures, the GDST standards enable sharing the data needed to
demonstrate legal origin without mandating full transparency of all supply chain custodians.
Accordingly, full-chain interoperable traceability under GDST does not necessarily require
radical transparency of all supply chain information to all participants, but does enable rapidly
querying and interrogation of complex supply chains.
The flexibilities built into the GDST standards enable various solutions to the “business
confidentiality” challenge. It will be up to companies (along with their stakeholders and
regulators) to determine how the culture of transparency in seafood supply chains evolves in
practice.
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4.4. Known Issues with Specific KDEs
4.4.1. “Social” or “human welfare” KDEs
The attempt to draft KDEs related to human welfare, labor conditions, and social responsibility
was among the most challenging faced by Working Group 1 for two fundamental reasons:
First, the current absence of well-established international norms setting standards for
specific corporate behaviors to protect human rights makes it impossible for the GDST to
adopt specific social KDEs without becoming, in essence, a standard-setting body for
responsible company performance. Standard-setting of this kind would be wholly
beyond the mandate of the GDST. Fortunately, incipient processes are now underway
by which governments and/or companies in the seafood sector are moving toward
setting such standards. In years ahead, an entity like the GDST may be able to turn
those standards into detailed KDEs for product traceability.
Second, Working Group 1 conferred with a significant number of NGOs and experts in
the field of labor and human rights in order to explore possible social KDEs for inclusion
in GDST standards. As a result, Working Group 1 received a list of many dozen
potential KDEs ranging across a very wide spectrum of issues. Especially in the
absence of clear international performance standards, it was clear that the GDST would
not be able to reach consensus on which KDEs should be given priority.
In light of these problems, Working Group 1 took an approach designed to introduce at least
some basic transparency and risk reduction in the area of labor and human rights. GDST
includes KDEs that reveal whether a supplier has policies against labor and human rights
abuses, whether those policies are based on any international norms, and whether those
policies are subject to verification (KDE Nos. W32, W33, A23, and A24 on the full KDE list).
Many GDST members have expressed that this is not an adequate solution, and this issue
remains one that will require ongoing attention.
4.4.2. “Catch Coordinates”
The discussion of standard data options for the “Catch Area” KDE (KDE No. W12.1-12.4)
similarly raised an important issue on which Working Group 1 was not able to reach consensus:
whether to include GPS coordinates as a required data type. WG1 was ultimately able to agree
to include a separate KDE for “Availability of Catch Coordinates” which is intended to create
both transparency and verifiability about whether GPS coordinates have been reliably captured
for any given catch. In addition, the Catch Area KDE requires reporting catch location at the
greatest level of “jurisdictional” granularity (other than GPS coordinates) available for any given
catch.
NOTE: GDST has offered flexibility on this issue by including standards for the use of
geocoordinates or geofencing for greater granularity.This KDE exists in the case where the
data is available but not included in the pedigree file itself.
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4.5. Other Technical issues requiring further refinement
As indicated above, it is understood that GDST 1.0 is an initial version of standards that will
undoubtedly require refinement and growth. Standards by their very nature must grow and be
revised based on implementation realities and technical innovation. Some known areas where
GDST 1.0 will likely need technical attention even in relatively early phases of implementation
are:
•

Continued refinement of the KDEs, CTEs, and their combined capture/extension in
EPCIS;

•

Extension of GDST identifiers to link more seamlessly with web-based systems for
accessing or retrieving data, such as, GS1’s Digital Link;

•

Documentation and implementation guidance for scaling object identification in
upstream seafood industry operations especially when using non-GS1 identifiers;

•

Documentation and implementation guidance for using EPCIS JSON on its
forthcoming release by GS1;

•

Development of GDST best practices for commingling of inputs in transformation
events (see discussion in Section 4.2, above).; and

•

Further adaptation and coordination with certifications standards, regulations, etc.

While it is anticipated that GDST 1.0 will eventually require formal amendment in successive
versions of the normative standards, refinements of the kind listed above can be significantly
advanced through shared approaches to implementation prior to reform of the standards
themselves. This is one of the principal goals in establishing the GDST GitHub and in
continuing the pre-competitive discussions within the new institutional arrangements now being
developed for the future of the GDST.

APPENDICES
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– Appendix 1 –
Overview of GDST Membership
The GDST was formally launched at the 2017 Seafood Expo Global in Brussels. At the time of
Europe
launch, approximately two dozen companies
signed up as initial members. Membership has
Denmark
grown steadily to reach more than 70Germany
adopting companies. The two illustrations show the
geographic and supply chain distribution of GDST membership.
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NOTES to GDST Membership Graphics:
(i)

The companies listed in these graphics do not include companies that withheld permission
when registering to be named in public lists of GDST membership.

(ii) These graphics indicate companies participating in the GDST; they not reflect whether the

companies listed have made public declarations accepting the GDST outcome.
(iii) Also formally having endorsed the GDST process are the companies working together

through the Seafood Business for Ocean Stewardship (SeaBOS) initative. SeaBOS
member companies who have actively participated in the GDST process are noted with an
asterisk, above. The other companies in SeaBOS are: Cargill Animal Nutrition, Cermac,
Dongwon Industries, Kyokuyo, Maruha Nichiro, Mowi ASA, and Nutreco (Skretting).
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– Appendix 2 –
Dialogue Advisory Group Members
As of January 2020
(listing here does not imply endorsement of GDST process or outputs)

Hardware / Software /Traceability Vendor
(=39)
ABALOBI
Aglive
AiBigData Technologies Inc
Ashored Innovations
Assent Compliance
Atato Co., Ltd.
Authentication Solution Providers’
Association
Avery Dennison
Catch Technology Limited
CCIC Jiangsu Traceability Technology
CSB-System Ag
Service Co.,Ltd
DeltaTrak
Eachmile Technologies Pte Ltd
Earthtwine
Fisherman App
Fluree
Food LogiQ
Foods Connected Ltd
fTrace
Global Traceability Solutions
GoChain Inc.
IBM Food Trust
IdentiGEN

Akuun Consulting Mexico
bluesensus
Fiwshell Consulting
GR Japan K.K.
Horwitz & Co LLC
iRaishrimp S.L.
MRAG Ltd.

Aquaculture Stewardship Council
GS1 Denmark
GS1 Ireland

Insite Solutions LLC
IntelliAqua Ltd.
Legit Fish
Ocean Executive
Odaku Online Services Private Limited
OpenSC
Origin Trail
Plenumsoft Marina
Primority Ltd
Project Provenance
Request Network
Ripe.io
SafeTraces
Seafood Commons
Seafood Souq Trace
Streamr AG
Suzhou Joann Co., Ltd
ThisFish
Trace Register
TraSeable Solutions
Tuna Solutions
Vericatch
Vibrathon Technologies
Zest Labs

Consulting
(=11)
Ocean Outcomes
Resiliensea Group
Saltwater Inc.
SmartCatch
Soluciones Alimentarias Aplicadas SRL
Springboard Partners

Certification Bodies
(= 9)
GS1US
IFFO RS, Ltd.
Global Seafood Assurances
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MSC
SCS Global Services

SGS
NGOs
(=26)

China Blue Sustainability Institute
Earthworm
Environmental Justice Foundation
Fair Trade USA
Fairagora
FishChoice
FishWise
Flen Consulting
Foodlog
Green Catch Global
International Pole & Line Foundation
International Pole and Line Foundation
ISSF
Masyarakat Dan Perikanan Indonesia
(MDPI)

Monterey Bay Aquarium
NSF International
Oceana
Oceana Canada
SALT
SeaChoice
SeaPact
SmartFish Rescate de Valor, AC
Stanford Center for Ocean Solutions
Sustainable Fisheries Partnership
UNIDO SMART-Fish Indonesia Programme
World Benchmarking Alliance
World Ocean Observatory

Academic / Research
(=7)
Aquaconnect (Coastal Aquaculture
Food Marketing Research and
Research Institute)
Information Center (FMRIC)
Auto-ID Labs, KAIST
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Beijer Institute of Ecological Economics
The University of Western Australia
CSIRO
Govt Entities
(=9)
Australian Fisheries Management Authority
Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (Philippines)
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Japan Fisheries Research and Education Agency
Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries of Indonesia
NOAA
Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources
Regional Secretariat of the Coral Triangle Initiative on Coral Reefs, Fisheries and Food
Security (CTI-CFF)
USAID Oceans
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– Appendix 3 –
Introductory GS1 Materials
Readers wishing to have a basic introduction to GS1 and the GS1 tools integrated into the
GDST approach may wish to consult the following resources:
1. Overview of GS1 as an organization: https://www.gs1.org/about
2. GS1 Global Traceability Standard 2.0 (explains how traceability systems are
constructed based on the GS1 system of standards, specifically EPCIS. This document
provides much of the language and fundamental architecture discussed in GDST
materials: https://www.gs1.org/standards/traceability/traceability/2-0
3. GS1 Overview of EPCIS: https://www.gs1.org/standards/epcis
4. GS1 Foundation for Fish, Seafood and Aquaculture Traceability Guideline
(provides a global view of seafood traceability from first sale to retail):
https://www.gs1.org/standards/traceability/guideline/gs1-foundation-fish-seafood-andaquaculture-traceability-implementation
5. GS1 US & NFI Seafood Traceability Implementation Guide (provides specific
guidance for North American seafood sold at retail):
https://www.gs1us.org/industries/retail-grocery/standards-in-use/fresh-foods

